**PhD Programme:**  
**Philology, Literature and Linguistics**

**President:**  
Maria Cristina Cabani

**Subject Areas:**  
Modern foreign Literatures:  
L-LIN/03 (French literature)  
L-LIN/05 (Spanish literature)  
L-LIN/08 (Portuguese and Brazilian literature)  
L-LIN/10 (English literature)  
L-LIN/11 (Anglo-american languages and literatures)  
L-LIN/13 (German literature)  
L-LIN/21 (Slavic studies)  
L-FIL-LET/14 (Literary criticism and Comparatistic).  
Linguistics:  
LIN/01 (Glottology and linguistics)  
LIN/02 (Didactics of modern languages)  
LIN/04 (French language)  
LIN/07 (Spanish language)  
LIN/09 (Portuguese and Brazilian languages)  
LIN/12 (English language)  
LIN/14 (German language)  
L-FIL-LET/15 (Germanic philology)  
Italian studies:  
L-FIL-LET/08 (Medieval and Umanistic Latin literature);  
L-FIL-LET/10 (Italian literature);  
L-FIL-LET/11 (Contemporary Italian literature)  
L-FIL-LET/12 (Italian linguistics)  
L-FIL-LET/13 (Italian philology).

**Department:**  
Department of Philology, Literature and Linguistics Via Piazza Torricelli, 2 56126 Pisa

**Admission Requirements:**  
All

**Outcome of the Selection Procedure:**  
Ranking of candidates for the whole PhD programme

**PhD Positions Available:**  
9  
7 with grant  
*of which reserved to students who have graduated from a foreign universities: 0*  
2 without grant

**Details:**  
7 grants financed by University of Pisa

**Selection Criteria:**  
**Curriculum:**  
The curriculum must be uploaded during the application process. The curriculum must provide information about the candidate’s academic education as well as his/her professional and research experience. Any other documents useful towards the assessment of the candidate’s curriculum should be attached.

**Minimum Grade:** 12 out of 20

**Written Examination:**  
The list of candidates who are invited to take a written examination will be published at: http://dottorato.unipi.it/“Admissions” should take place at least one week before the written examination

**Minimum Grade:** 24 out of 40
**INTERVIEW:**
The interview will assess the candidate's knowledge and curriculum. The candidate should show aptitude for research, openness to international academic experiences and an interest in scientific research.

Date 18th September 2014 Time: 9,00
Where: Palazzo Venera, Via Santa Maria 36 Pisa

**MINIMUM GRADE:** 24 out of 40
**WEBCONFERENCE:** NO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GUIDELINES FOR THE PRESENTATION OF THE PHD RESEARCH PROJECT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>REQUIRED:</strong> YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INFO:**
Description and aims of the course:
The PhD programme in Philology, Literature and Linguistics organises, promotes and coordinates scholarly work in a speciality field leading to the achievement of the skills and expertise required to carry out high-level research activity in universities, public bodies and private institutions. The programme is responsible for the training, supervision and assessment of candidates. In accordance with the relevant ministerial declaratory statements, the PhD programme covers the following areas of research embedded in research cluster 10 (Classical studies, Philology and Literature, History and Art): Modern Philology, Literature (Italian Literature, Foreign Literatures, Comparative Literature) and Linguistics (General, Historical, Theoretical, Applied Linguistics; Modern Languages).

Website:
http://www.fileli.unipi.it/ricerca/dottorati-di-ricerca/filologia-letteratura-e-linguistica/